There are lots of different famous artists. One famous
artist you might like to find out about was Vincent Van
Gogh. He painted pictures of sunflowers and hay bales
at different times of the day. You could try painting,
drawing, making a sculpture, printing, using chalk to
make street art and take photos of one flower from
your garden. Can you show that flower in different
ways? Or You could copy Vincent Van Gogh and paint,
draw, print a sunflower.
Research your chosen artist. Something very sad happened to Vincent. See if you can find out what happened to his ear.
You might like to plant a sunflower and watch it grow.
Sunflowers come in different colours maybe you could
show this fact through art by painting different rainbow sunflowers!

There are lots of different famous artists. One famous artist
you might like to find out about was Picasso. He painted
weird portrait pictures of people with noses on their foreheads. You could cut out pictures from magazines or newspapers and rearrange them. You could try making potato
prints of different shapes to make a face.
Why not make a family portrait using old photos but cut up
the arms legs or face and add them back in strange places?
Research your chosen artist.
Write a simple fact file about him and his life.
See if you can find out about his most famous work Guernica. Be warned it is not a very nice story. It is about war.
Picasso also liked to make sculptures. Can you use different
junk boxes to make a person’s head?
Most of the pictures of Picasso are of him in a blue and
white t-shirt. Could you use a picture of him and make it
more abstract or cubist? Find out what abstract and cubist
means first.

There are lots of different famous artists. One famous
artist you might like to find out about is Banksy. He is a
famous graffiti artist.
First plan out a large street pavement art piece before
starting. (Could be a rainbow and include other things as
well.) Remember Banksy uses art to express his opinions
on something political. Maybe your work could express
your ideas about the Covid 19/NHS crisis, lack of PPE
equipment.
You could use chalk to do the picture. Remember to ask
your parent’s permission.
Banksy sometimes includes something on the street into
his picture e.g. flags, ATM machine, brick wall. Could you
include something in your work? Could the drain become
a mask? Could a crack become a broken heart?
He was inspired by the graffiti artist called 3D. Can you
find out about the artist called 3D (Robert Del Naja) and
also Banksy? Write 2 fact files to compare the two artists.
Can you write a debate about Graffiti explaining why it is
vandalism?

Famous Artists
There are lots of different famous artists, art styles, periods in art, use of different media, such as painting, drawing, sculpture, printing, street art, photography and film. This
week I want you to pick a particular artist and make your own art but in their style. Remember you don’t have to use the artist I have chosen for you, you could pick your own
artist.

